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I. Purpose and Approach

PURPOSE

On August 3, 2015, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued the Clean Power 
Plan (CPP) final rule. The goal of the CPP is to reduce carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from 
existing coal- and natural gas-fired power plants across the country. Through the CPP final 
rule, the EPA allows states to develop their own plans for achieving their emissions goals.

Following the issuance of CPP final rule, a coalition of states and local governments chal-
lenged the rule in the U.S. Court of Appeals. On February 9, 2016, the U.S. Supreme Court 
issued a stay on the rule until these legal challenges are resolved. On September 27, 2016, the 
D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals will hear oral arguments on this case.

This report is motivated by the timing of the upcoming oral arguments on this case in the 
Appeals Court. The fate of this rule will most likely be determined after the U.S. presidential 
election in November and under a new administration. There are a variety of plausible scenar-
ios that the electric power industry and state regulating bodies might face after the legal chal-
lenges to the rule are resolved. These scenarios are not limited to simply upholding or striking 
down the rule.

The purposes of this report are to:

1. Identify four plausible regulatory scenarios that may emerge from the current stasis on the CPP final 
rule.

2. Present the potential carbon limits under each of these scenarios for several states.

OUR APPROACH

We identified four plausible scenarios under which the electric power industry’s carbon emis-

sions could be regulated using a mass-based approach.1 We then illustrated the carbon limits 
under these scenarios for California, Florida, Illinois, New York, Ohio, Texas, and Wisconsin.

The CPP final rule provides the base data for the carbon limits presented in this report. We 
rely on the state mass goals and 2012 historic emissions. We use data from the U.S. Energy 
Information Administration (EIA) to estimate 2014 historic carbon emissions and other char-
acteristics of the electric power sector in each state. We also use data from the U.S. Bureau of 
Labor Statistics (BLS) to identify the major economic sectors in each state.

Supported Intelligence, LLC contributed to data analytics and data visualization in this report 
using its Sectoral Business Decision Model™ (SBDM).

See “Additional Reports and Information” on page 22 for more information about Anderson 
Economic Group, Supported Intelligence, and the SBDM.

1. The EPA also allows states to comply with the CPP final rule using a rate-based approach. Under this approach, electric 
generators must meet emissions rate goals to achieve compliance.
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II. Findings and Observations

 1. After either the U.S. Appeals Court or Supreme Court issues a ruling on the 
CPP final rule, a newly reinforced CPP rule may emerge. There are at least 
four plausible paths that carbon regulation can take after the legal chal-
lenges are resolved.

The possible outcomes of the court ruling on the CPP final rule extend beyond simply uphold-
ing the rule or striking it down. We have identified four plausible outcomes:

Scenario 1: Remove stay on CPP. The Supreme Court lifts the stay on the CPP and the EPA 
leaves the CPP final rule intact. States are beholden to the compliance timeline and compli-
ance goals as laid out in August 2015.

Scenario 2: Delayed CPP re-based to later year. The EPA delays the compliance period 
and re-sets the emissions goals for each state.

Scenario 3: Delayed CPP and “new source credit” created. The EPA amends the CPP to 
provide a credit for new sources against the emissions of existing sources. This would effec-
tively impose a limit on the sum of “new” and “existing” emissions through an additive set of 
regulatory targets.

Scenario 4: Legislative action creating tradeable carbon limits. Federal legislation puts 
into place a statutory national tradable permit scheme. Carbon emissions are subject to per-
mits, or allowances, that individuals or companies can hold and trade on the market.

See “Four Plausible Clean Power Plan Regulatory Scenarios” on page 6 for further discussion 
on how these scenarios might unfold.

 2. Under a scenario in which either the CPP is upheld entirely or delayed, the 
electric power industry in Florida could be required to reduce carbon emis-
sions by at least 11% to achieve final compliance.

Under a scenario in which the CPP is unchanged or delayed, the electric generators in Florida 
would need to reduce carbon emissions by at least 11% to achieve final compliance. While 
significant, CPP mass-based goals for Florida are among the 15 least restrictive in the nation 
in terms of the relative emissions reduction.

If the CPP were delayed and a new source credit were created, emissions could be split such 
that 46 million short tons are due to existing sources and 57 million short tons are due to new 
sources. If the CPP were replaced with a national permit scheme, electric generators could 
buy or sell emissions permits as their generation needs requires.

See “Florida’s Carbon Emissions Limits Under Plausible Regulatory Scenarios” on page 8 for 
further discussion.
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 3. Under a scenario in which either the CPP is upheld entirely or delayed, the 
electric power industry in Wisconsin could be required to reduce carbon 
emissions by at least 34% to achieve final compliance.

Under a scenario in which the CPP is unchanged or delayed, the electric generators in Wis-
consin would need to reduce carbon emissions by at least 34% to achieve final compliance. 
Wisconsin’s emissions reduction requirement under the CPP final rule is among the 10 most 
restrictive requirements in the nation.

If the CPP were delayed and a new source credit were created, emissions could be split such 
that 12 million short tons are due to existing sources and 15 million short tons are due to new 
sources. If the CPP were replaced with a national permit scheme, electric generators could 
buy or sell emissions permits as their generation needs require.

See “Wisconsin’s Carbon Emissions Limits Under Plausible Regulatory Scenarios” on 
page 10 for further discussion.

 4. Under a scenario in which either the CPP is upheld entirely or delayed, the 
electric power industry in Illinois could be required to reduce carbon emis-
sions by at least 31% to achieve final compliance.

Under a scenario in which the CPP is unchanged or delayed, the electric generators in Illinois 
would need to reduce carbon emissions by at least 31% to achieve final compliance. The CPP 
mass-based goals for Illinois are among the 15 most restrictive in the nation in terms of the 
relative required emissions reduction.

If the CPP were delayed and a new source credit were created, emissions could be split such 
that 29 million short tons are due to existing sources and 36 million short tons are due to new 
sources. If the CPP were replaced with a national permit scheme, electric generators could 
buy or sell emissions permits as their generation needs require.

See “Illinois’s Carbon Emissions Limits Under Plausible Regulatory Scenarios” on page 12 
for further discussion.

 5. Under a scenario in which either the CPP is upheld entirely or delayed, the 
electric power industry in Ohio could be required to reduce carbon emissions 
by at least 28% to achieve final compliance.

Under a scenario in which the CPP is unchanged or delayed, the electric generators in Ohio 
would need to reduce carbon emissions by at least 28% to achieve final compliance. The CPP 
mass-based goals for Ohio are near the middle in the nation in terms of the relative required 
emissions reduction.

If the CPP were delayed and a new source credit were created, emissions could be split such 
that 32 million short tons are due to existing sources and 40 million short tons are due to new 
sources. If the CPP were replaced with a national permit scheme, electric generators could 
buy or sell emissions permits as their generation needs require.
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See “Ohio’s Carbon Emissions Limits Under Plausible Regulatory Scenarios” on page 14 for 
further discussion.

 6. Under a scenario in which either the CPP is upheld entirely or delayed, car-
bon emissions targets for the electric power industry in California could be 
3% higher than historic 2012 emissions.

Under a scenario in which the CPP is unchanged or delayed, the carbon emissions targets for 
electric generators in California could be 3% higher than the 2012 historic emissions. The 
CPP mass-based goals for California are among the 10 least restrictive in the nation in terms 
of the relative required emissions reduction.

If the CPP were delayed and a new source credit were created, emissions could be split such 
that 21 million short tons are due to existing sources and 26 million short tons are due to new 
sources. If the CPP were replaced with a national permit scheme, electric generators could 
buy or sell emissions permits as their generation needs require.

California has already published a proposed a mass-based, single-state compliance plan that is 
based on its existing carbon-trading program. Should the CPP be affirmed, but amended in 
some form, California might need to revise its proposed plan.

See “California’s Carbon Emissions Limits Under Plausible Regulatory Scenarios” on 
page 16 for further discussion.

 7. Under a scenario in which either the CPP is upheld entirely or delayed, the 
electric power industry in Texas could be required to reduce carbon emis-
sions by at least 21% to achieve final compliance.

Under a scenario in which the CPP is unchanged or delayed, the electric generators in Texas 
would need to reduce carbon emissions by at least 21% to achieve final compliance. The CPP 
mass-based goals for Texas are near the middle in the nation in terms of the relative required 
emissions reduction.

If the CPP were delayed and a new source credit were created, emissions could be split such 
that 84 million short tons are due to existing sources and 102 million short tons are due to new 
sources. If the CPP were replaced with a national permit scheme, electric generators could 
buy or sell emissions permits as their generation needs require.

See “Texas’ Carbon Emissions Limits Under Plausible Regulatory Scenarios” on page 18 for 
further discussion.

 8. Under a scenario in which either the CPP is upheld entirely or delayed, the 
electric power industry in New York could be required to reduce carbon emis-
sions by at least 21% to achieve final compliance.

Under a scenario in which the CPP is unchanged or delayed, the electric generators in New 
York would need to reduce carbon emissions by at least 21% to achieve final compliance. 
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While significant, the CPP mass-based goals for New York are among the 15 least restrictive 
in the nation in terms of the relative required emissions reduction.

If the CPP were delayed and a new source credit were created, emissions could be split such 
that 14 million short tons are due to existing sources and 17 million short tons are due to new 
sources. If the CPP were replaced with a national permit scheme, electric generators could 
buy or sell emissions permits as their generation needs require.

New York already participates in a carbon trading program, the Regional Greenhouse Gas Ini-
tiative (RRGI). Should some sort of federal carbon regulation be affirmed, New York may 
choose their to harmonize its compliance plan with its existing participation in RGGI.

See “New York’s Carbon Emissions Limits Under Plausible Regulatory Scenarios” on 
page 20 for further discussion.
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III. Four Plausible Clean Power Plan Regulatory Scenarios
We consider four plausible scenarios that could emerge following a final ruling on the CPP.

SCENARIO 1: REMOVE STAY ON CPP

In this scenario, courts remove the stay on the CPP, and the EPA keeps the 2015 version of 
rule intact. This would maintain the timeline for compliance, as well as the emissions goals set 
for each state, under the final rule. The emissions goals are based on 2012 historic emissions. 
Initial compliance would start in 2022 and final compliance would start in 2030.

This scenario might occur if the Appeals Court does not strike down the rule as exceeding 
EPA authority under section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act and the Supreme Court either dead-
locks on this issue or decides not to take up the case. An additional condition for this scenario 
would be that the EPA does not revise the rule in either situation.

SCENARIO 2: DELAYED CPP RE-BASED TO LATER YEAR

In this scenario, the EPA delays requirements for compliance with the CPP and re-sets the 
emissions goals for each state.

This might happen if the CPP stay is removed, but not until 2017 or 2018, and the EPA 
amends the rule to take into account the changes in emissions that had already occurred and 

give states additional time due to the legal uncertainty.2 This also could be part of a legal or 
political settlement.

Data from the U.S. EIA show that CO2 emissions from the U.S. electric power sector grew in 
2013 and 2014, and then fell in 2015 to below 2012 levels. If the CPP is upheld, the EPA 
might amend the goals outlined in the rule to reflect new developments since the final rule 
was issued. Examples include new construction projects that were recently approved or power 
plant retirements that recently took place.

A variation on this scenario could be settling the lawsuit with some states, but not all. Another 
variation could be amending the rule to take into account other new information available to 
the EPA, such as developments that could inform the “best system for emissions reduction.”

In this illustration, we present the carbon limits for each state as if they were delayed by two 
years and re-set to 98% of the goals outlined in the 2015 final rule. The re-set demonstrates a 
situtation in which the goals in the reinforced CPP rule are adjusted to account for improve-
ments in emissions.

SCENARIO 3: DELAYED CPP AND “NEW SOURCE CREDIT” CREATED

In this scenario, the EPA amends the rule to provide a credit for emissions from “new” sources 
against those from “existing” sources. This would effectively impose a limit on the sum of 
“new” and “existing” emissions through an additive set of regulatory targets.

2. Delay in implementation of other EPA air quality rules for power plants, such as the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule 
(CSAPR) and the Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS), due to legal challenges demonstrate precedence for this 
type of scenario.
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This could occur if either the Appeals Court or Supreme Court strike down the EPA’s assertion 
of its authority under the Clean Air Act to regulate “new” emission sources via the CPP final 

rule.3 In this scenario, the EPA would affirm its authority to regulate “existing” sources, while 
complying with a ruling that strikes down its authority over “new” sources.

In this illustration, the delayed and re-set goals under scenario 2 are used as the basis for set-
ting the new and existing emissions targets. The ratio we used to split the targets is illustrative 
and is based on the approximate relationship between CO2 emissions from coal and natural 
gas plants.

SCENARIO 4: LEGISLATIVE ACTION CREATING TRADEABLE CARBON LIMITS

In this scenario, a statutory national tradable permit scheme replaces the CPP. While there are 
various approaches for implementation, generally, carbon emissions are subject to permits, or 
allowances, that individuals or companies can hold and trade on the market.

This alternative could take place if Congress enacts a new law removing the EPA’s authority 
to regulate by rule in this area and instead imposing its own solution for reducing carbon 
emissions.

Legislative resolution of the CPP dispute is a plausible scenario for a couple of reasons. First, 
there are numerous arguments on the legal standing of the CPP inviting legislative action to 

resolve.4 Second, there is unusually large political uncertainty at the federal level, highlighted 
by the upcoming presidential and congressional elections.

There are several options for implementing this approach. These options include: auctioned 
permits, set-price permits (emissions tariffs or fees), permits that cost more when targets are 
exceeded, and less plausibly (given federal-state differences in authority), and permits that are 
set based on historical emissions or electrical load within states. Some versions could lead to 
large tax revenues that could be used to pay down government debt, fund programs, or reduce 
other taxes.

A variation of this approach would be a statutory uniform cost imposed on emissions (often 
referred to a carbon tax or fee). A carbon fee is commonly considered the most efficient man-

ner of reducing emissions.5 However, at least before the stay on the CPP rule, this approach 
has been politically unpopular.

3. The EPA derives its authority to issue the CPP final rule from section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act. The CPP final rule con-
tains provisions to prevent “emissions leakage” that effectively regulate emissions from new sources. While these sources 
are regulated under section 111(b) of the Clean Air Act, section 111(d) provides authority to regulate existing sources.

4. Prominent points of controversy include, but are not limited to: (1) the CPP final rule sets targets on the electric power sec-
tor as a whole, rather than individual generators; (2) conflicts due to double-regulation of sources covered under section 
112 of the Clean Air Act; and (3) the CPP final rule requires states to comply by shifting generation to natural gas and 
renewable sources, rather than simply setting performance standards that reduce emissions.

See Nathan Richardson, “A Quick Legal FAQ on EPA’s Clean Power Plan,” Resources for the Future, July 14, 2015, http:/
/www.rff.org/blog/2015/quick-legal-faq-epa-s-clean-power-plan, accessed September 2016; and

Laura Small, “Diving into the Legal Action Against the Clean Power Plan,” Environmental and Energy Study Institute, 
March 2, 2016, http://www.eesi.org/articles/view/diving-into-the-legal-action-against-the-clean-power-plan, accessed 
September 2016.
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IV. Florida’s Carbon Emissions Limits Under Plausible 
Regulatory Scenarios
The State of Florida was one of 24 states that challenged the CPP final rule in the U.S. Court 
of Appeals. Prior to the stay, Governor Rick Scott had not made any public comments on how 

he would approach compliance with the CPP final rule.6

In 2014, Florida’s electric power industry produced 230 million MWh of electricity, which 
placed Florida as the second largest state in terms of net electric generation. About 60% of this 
electricity was sourced from natural gas generators. About 23% of the state’s generation was 
reliant on coal, placing Florida in the lower half of the nation. Nuclear power plants followed 
representing 12% of generation.

The largest sector of Florida’s economy, based on employment levels in 2015, is “health care 
and social assistance.” The next largest sectors are “retail trade” and “accommodation and 
food services,” reflecting the state’s strong tourism industry. Residential and commercial con-
sumers represented over 90% of the electricity sales in Florida. Electricity accounts for 90% 

of the energy consumed by Florida households, reflecting relatively low need for heat.7

The panel of exhibits in Figure 1 on page 9 show how a state like Florida may face carbon 
limits following the ruling on the CPP final rule. Under a scenario in which the CPP is 
unchanged or delayed, the electric generators in Florida would need to reduce carbon emis-
sions by at least 11% to achieve final compliance. While significant, the CPP mass-based 
goals for Florida are among the 15 least restrictive in the nation in terms of the relative emis-
sions reduction.

If the CPP were delayed and a new source credit were created, emissions could be split such 
that 46 million short tons are due to existing sources and 57 million short tons are due to new 
sources. If the CPP were replaced with a national permit scheme, electric generators could 
buy or sell emissions permits as their generation needs require.

5. Our previous work on this issue includes a comparison of cap-and-trade and carbon tax compliance options under the CPP.

See Patrick L. Anderson and Traci Taylor, “Analysis of Michigan’s Options Under the EPA’s Clean Power Plan,” April 20, 
2016, Anderson Economic Group, LLC, http://www.andersoneconomicgroup.com.

6. However, spokespersons from his administration have indicated that they were assessing the implications of the stay on 
the rule.

See Environment & Energy Publishing, “E&E’s Power Plan Hub: Florida,” Environment & Energy Publishing, February 
24, 2016, http://www.eenews.net/interactive/clean_power_plan/states/florida, accessed September 2016.

7. U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Florida State Profile and Energy Estimates: Profile Overview,” U.S. Energy 
Information Administration, August 18, 2016, http://www.eia.gov/state/?sid=FL#tabs-4, accessed September 2016.
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FIGURE 1. Mass-Based Carbon Emissions Targets Under Four Plausible Scenarios in Florida 
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V. Wisconsin’s Carbon Emissions Limits Under Plausible 
Regulatory Scenarios
The State of Wisconsin was one of 24 states that challenged the CPP final rule in the U.S. 
Court of Appeals. After the Supreme Court announced the stay, Governor Scott Walker issued 

an executive order preventing state agencies from moving forward to comply with the rule.8

In 2014, Wisconsin’s electric power industry produced 61 million MWh of electricity. Coal 
plants represented about 60% of the state’s net generation, making Wisconsin the 11th most 
reliant state on coal. About 15% of the state’s electricity was generated from nuclear power 
plants, and 13% from natural gas plants.

Industrial and commercial consumers each represent about 34% of the electricity consump-
tion in the state. The industrial sector includes energy-intensive industries like the manufac-

ture of machinery, metals, and food products.9 The largest economic sector of the state, based 
on employment in 2015, is “manufacturing.” The next largest economic sectors are “health 
care and social assistance” and “retail trade.”

The panel of exhibits in Figure 2 on page 11 show how a state like Wisconsin may face carbon 
limits following the ruling on the CPP final rule. Under a scenario in which the CPP is 
unchanged or delayed, the electric generators in Wisconsin would need to reduce carbon emis-
sions by at least 34% to achieve final compliance. Wisconsin’s emissions reduction require-
ment under the CPP final rule is among the 10 most restrictive requirements in the nation.

If the CPP were delayed and a new source credit were created, emissions could be split such 
that 12 million short tons are due to existing sources and 15 million short tons are due to new 
sources. If the CPP were replaced with a national permit scheme, electric generators could 
buy or sell emissions permits as their generation needs require.

8. Thomas Content and Lee Bergquist, “Gov. Scott Walker orders agencies not to prepare for Clean Power Plan,” Milwau-
kee-Wisconsin Journal Sentinel, February 15, 2016, http://archive.jsonline.com/business/gov-scott-walker-orders-agen-
cies-not-to-prepare-for-clean-power-plan-b99670823z1-368880941.html, accessed September 2016.

9. U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Wisconsin State Profile and Energy Estimates: Profile Overview,” U.S. Energy 
Information Administration, April 21, 2016, http://www.eia.gov/state/?sid=WI#tabs-4, accessed September 2016.
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FIGURE 2. Mass-Based Carbon Emissions Targets Under Four Plausible Scenarios in Wisconsin
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VI. Illinois’s Carbon Emissions Limits Under Plausible 
Regulatory Scenarios
The State of Illinois was one of 17 states that supported the EPA in light of the challenges to 
the CPP final rule in the U.S. Court of Appeals. However, Governor Bruce Rauner has not 

issued any statements regarding specific plans to comply with the rule.10

In 2014, Illinois’s electric power industry produced 202 million MWh of electricity, ranking 
fourth in the nation. Nearly half of the state’s net generation was from nuclear power plants, 
ranking Illinois first in the nation for nuclear power generation. Coal plants produced about 
43% of the state’s electricity, which placed Illinois 21st in the nation in terms of reliance on 
coal. About 5% of the state’s electricity was from renewable sources.

The largest economic sector of the state, based on employment in 2015, is “health care and 
social assistance.” The next largest economic sectors are “retail trade” and “manufacturing.” 
Illinois’s commercial sector was the largest electricity-consuming sector, representing 36% of 
electricity consumption. The residential and industrial sectors followed, consuming 33% and 
31% of the state’s electricity.

The panel of exhibits in Figure 3 on page 13 show how a state like Illinois may face carbon 
limits following the ruling on the CPP final rule. Under a scenario in which the CPP is 
unchanged or delayed, the electric generators in Illinois would need to reduce carbon emis-
sions by at least 31% to achieve final compliance. The CPP mass-based goals for Illinois are 
among the 15 most restrictive in the nation in terms of the relative required emissions reduc-
tion.

If the CPP were delayed and a new source credit were created, emissions could be split such 
that 29 million short tons are due to existing sources and 36 million short tons are due to new 
sources. If the CPP were replaced with a national permit scheme, electric generators could 
buy or sell emissions permits as their generation needs require.

10.Environment & Energy Publishing, “E&E’s Power Plan Hub: Illinois” Environment & Energy Publishing, March 2, 2016, 
http://www.eenews.net/interactive/clean_power_plan/states/illinois, accessed September 2016.
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FIGURE 3. Mass-Based Carbon Emissions Targets Under Four Plausible Scenarios in Illinois
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VII. Ohio’s Carbon Emissions Limits Under Plausible Regulatory 
Scenarios
The State of Ohio was one of 24 states that challenged the CPP final rule in the U.S. Court of 
Appeals. Prior to the stay, the Governor John Kasich’s administration had planned on hosting 

several listening sessions to gather comments about CPP compliance options.11

In 2014, Ohio’s electric power industry produced 134 million MWh of electricity, among the 
top ten largest in the nation. Ohio’s electric generators are heavily reliant on coal, which 
fueled nearly 70% of electricity and placed Ohio as the eighth most reliant state on coal. Nat-
ural gas and nuclear power plants followed, representing 18% and 12% of the state’s net gen-
eration, respectively.

The largest sector of Ohio’s economy, based on employment levels in 2015, is “health care 
and social assistance.” The next largest sectors are “manufacturing” and “retail trade.” Ohio’s 
residential sector represented over 35% of the state’s electricity consumption. The industrial 
and commercial sectors followed with about 34% and 31% of electricity sales

The panel of exhibits in Figure 4 on page 15 show how a state like Ohio may face carbon lim-
its following the ruling on the CPP final rule. Under a scenario in which the CPP is unchanged 
or delayed, the electric generators in Ohio would need to reduce carbon emissions by at least 
28% to achieve final compliance. The CPP mass-based goals for Ohio are near the middle in 
the nation in terms of the relative required emissions reduction.

If the CPP were delayed and a new source credit were created, emissions could be split such 
that 32 million short tons are due to existing sources and 40 million short tons are due to new 
sources. If the CPP were replaced with a national permit scheme, electric generators could 
buy or sell emissions permits as their generation needs require.

11.Kathiann M. Kowalski, “What’s next for Ohio under Clean Power Plan?” Midwest Energy News, February 8, 2016, http:/
/midwestenergynews.com/2016/02/08/whats-next-for-ohio-under-clean-power-plan/, accessed September 2016.
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FIGURE 4. Mass-Based Carbon Emissions Targets Under Four Plausible Scenarios in Ohio
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VIII.California’s Carbon Emissions Limits Under Plausible 
Regulatory Scenarios
The State of California was one of 17 states that supported the EPA in light of the challenges 
to the CPP final rule in the U.S. Court of Appeals. California is also the first state to issue a 

proposed compliance plan, despite the Supreme Court’s stay on the final rule.12 The Califor-
nia Air Resources Board has proposed that the state adopt a mass-based, single-state, state 
measures plan that is based on the state’s existing Cap-and-Trade Regulation and its Manda-
tory Reporting Regulation.

In 2014, California’s electric power industry produced 199 million MWh of electricity, rank-
ing fifth in the nation. Natural gas fueled over 60% of the state’s net electric generation. About 
29% of the state’s electricity was produced from renewable sources, and 9% from nuclear 
sources. Coal plants produced less than 1% of the state’s electricity, placing California among 
the bottom three states in terms of its reliance on coal.

The largest economic sector of the state, based on employment in 2015, is “health care and 
social assistance.” The next largest economic sectors are “retail trade” and “accommodation 
and food services.” California’s commercial sector was the largest electricity-consuming sec-
tor, representing 46% of electricity consumption. The residential and industrial sectors fol-
lowed, consuming 34% and 20% of the state’s electricity.

The panel of exhibits in Figure 5 on page 17 show how a state like California may face carbon 
limits following the ruling on the CPP final rule. Under a scenario in which the CPP is 
unchanged or delayed, the carbon emissions targets for electric generators in California could 
be 3% higher than the 2012 historic emissions. The CPP mass-based goals for California are 
among the 10 least restrictive in the nation in terms of the relative required emissions reduc-
tion.

If the CPP were delayed and a new source credit were created, emissions could be split such 
that 21 million short tons are due to existing sources and 26 million short tons are due to new 
sources. If the CPP were replaced with a national permit scheme, electric generators could 
buy or sell emissions permits as their generation needs require.

Should the CPP be affirmed, but amended in some form, California might need to revise its 
proposed CPP compliance plan.

12.State of California Air Resources Board, “California’s Proposed Compliance Plan for the Federal Clean Power Plan,” 
State of California Air Resources Board, August 5, 2016.
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FIGURE 5. Mass-Based Carbon Emissions Targets Under Four Plausible Scenarios in California
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IX. Texas’ Carbon Emissions Limits Under Plausible Regulatory 
Scenarios
The State of Texas was one of 24 states that challenged the CPP final rule in the U.S. Court of 
Appeals. Governor Greg Abbott has not given any indication as to whether his administration 

will develop a state compliance plan.13

In 2014, Texas’ electric power industry produced 438 million MWh of electricity, which 
placed Texas as the largest state in terms of net electric generation. Nearly half of this electric-
ity was fueled by natural gas. About 34% of the state’s generation was reliant on coal, placing 
Texas near the middle of the nation. Renewable sources followed, representing nearly 10% of 
generation.

The largest sector of Texas’ economy, based on employment levels in 2015, is “health care 
and social assistance.” The next largest sectors are “retail trade” and “educational services.” 
Residential and commercial consumers each represented about 36% of the electricity con-
sumption in Texas.

The panel of exhibits in Figure 6 on page 19 show how a state like Texas may face carbon 
limits following the ruling on the CPP final rule. Under a scenario in which the CPP is 
unchanged or delayed, the electric generators in Texas would need to reduce carbon emissions 
by at least 21% to achieve final compliance. The CPP mass-based goals for Texas are near the 
middle in the nation in terms of the relative required emissions reduction.

If the CPP were delayed and a new source credit were created, emissions could be split such 
that 84 million short tons are due to existing sources and 102 million short tons are due to new 
sources. If the CPP were replaced with a national permit scheme, electric generators could 
buy or sell emissions permits as their generation needs require.

13. Environment & Energy Publishing, “E&E’s Power Plan Hub: Texas,” Environment & Energy Publishing, May 13, 2016, 
http://www.eenews.net/interactive/clean_power_plan/states/texas, accessed September 2016.
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FIGURE 6. Mass-Based Carbon Emissions Targets Under Four Plausible Scenarios in Texas
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X. New York’s Carbon Emissions Limits Under Plausible 
Regulatory Scenarios
The State of New York was one of 17 states that supported the EPA in light of the challenges 
to the CPP final rule in the U.S. Court of Appeals. Governor Andrew Cuomo has expressed 

his support for the rule and intent to move forward with his own state-based climate plan.14 
New York is also among several Northeastern and Mid-Atlantic states that participates in the 
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, a cap-and-trade program for carbon emissions from the 
electric power sector.

In 2014, New York’s electric power industry produced 137 million MWh of electricity, rank-
ing seventh in the nation. Nearly 40% of the state’s net generation was fueled by natural gas. 
Nuclear power plants followed, producing about 31% of the state’s electricity. Renewable 
sources were third, representing 23% of the state’s electricity. New York was among the ten 
states that were the least reliant on coal.

The largest economic sector of the state, based on employment in 2015, is “health care and 
social assistance.” The next largest economic sectors are “retail trade” and “educational ser-
vices.” New York’s commercial sector was the largest electricity-consuming sector, represent-
ing 52% of electricity consumed in the state. The residential and industrial sectors followed, 
consuming 34% and 12% of the state’s electricity.

The panel of exhibits in Figure 7 on page 21 show how a state like New York may face carbon 
limits following the ruling on the CPP final rule. Under a scenario in which the CPP is 
unchanged or delayed, the electric generators in New York would need to reduce carbon emis-
sions by at least 21% to achieve final compliance. While significant, the CPP mass-based 
goals for New York are among the 15 least restrictive in the nation in terms of the relative 
required emissions reduction.

If the CPP were delayed and a new source credit were created, emissions could be split such 
that 14 million short tons are due to existing sources and 17 million short tons are due to new 
sources. If the CPP were replaced with a national permit scheme, electric generators could 
buy or sell emissions permits as their generation needs require.

Should some sort of federal carbon regulation be affirmed, New York may choose their to har-
monize their compliance plan with their existing participation in RGGI.

14.Environment & Energy Publishing, “E&E’s Power Plan Hub: New York” Environment & Energy Publishing, June 22, 
2016, http://www.eenews.net/interactive/clean_power_plan/states/new_york, accessed September 2016.

Suzanne Goldenberg, “Supreme court ruling on Obama’s clean power plan just a ‘bump in the road’,” The Guardian, Feb-
ruary 10, 2016, https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/feb/10/supreme-court-ruling-obama-power-plant-emis-
sions-clean-energy-impact, accessed September 2016.
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FIGURE 7. Mass-Based Carbon Emissions Targets Under Four Plausible Scenarios in New York
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XI. Additional Reports and Information

ABOUT ANDERSON ECONOMIC GROUP

Anderson Economic Group, LLC is a boutique consulting firm founded in 1996, with offices 
in East Lansing, Chicago, and Istanbul. Our team has a deep understanding of advanced eco-
nomic modeling techniques and extensive experience in multiple industries in multiple states 
and countries. We are experts across a variety of fields in tax policy, strategy and business val-
uation, public policy and economic analysis, and market and industry analysis.

We have worked extensively on analyzing the Clean Power Plan and other power generation 
industry issues for Washington, D.C. think tank, the Niskanen Center, electric power sector 
clients, and business associations. Publications from our team include:

• Analysis of Michigan’s Options Under the EPA’s Clean Power Plan, published in 2016.

• The Net Costs of a 25% Renewable Energy Mandate in Michigan, published in 2012.

Please visit www.AndersonEconomicGroup.com for more information.

About the Sectoral Business Decision Model

AEG relies on the SBDM to evaluate compliance options under the EPA’s Clean Power Plan. 
The SBDM projects paths for state-level economic, emissions, and power generation vari-
ables. The model uses long-standing relationships among these variables, as well as well-
demonstrated responses to price changes, to project future values.

ABOUT SUPPORTED INTELLIGENCE

Supported Intelligence, LLC provides powerful, innovative, and reliable software and analyti-
cal services to help people make better decisions. SI is dedicated to harnessing recent 
advances in technology and analytical methods to improve decision making across multiple 
departments and industries.

SI developed the SBDM to help interested parties analyze the real impacts of different Clean 
Power Plan compliance options in individual states and over multiple years. SI supports and 
licenses the SBDM.

SI’s patent-pending Rapid Recursive® method is a true breakthrough in decision analytics and 
is at the core of many of our product and service offerings.

Please visit www.SupportedIntelligence.com for more information.
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